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                                        Simplify global payments with EasyFX's International Money Transfer service. Secure, fast, and cost-effective. Send money abroad with ease!
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                        Foreign Exchange 
                        made easy
                    

                    Navigate through foreign exchange with confidence. We cut out the financial jargon and make international transactions simple, secure and cost effective.

                    Open an account
                

            

            
                
    
        
            
                Reasons for your transfer
            

            
                
                    Buying or selling property
Moving abroad
A one-off payment
Travel money
Regular international payments
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                From
                
                    GBP
USD
EUR
AED
AUD
BGN
BHD
BWP
CAD
CHF
CNY
CZK
DKK
GHS
HKD
HRK
HUF
ILS
INR
JPY
KES
KWD
LKR
MUR
MWK
MXN
NGN
NOK
NZD
OMR
PKR
PLN
QAR
RON
SAR
SEK
SGD
THB
TND
TRY
UGX
ZAR
ZMW
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                    EasyFX Benefits

                    When you use EasyFX you'll not only save time and money, you'll also have a partner with you every step of the way.
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                        Real people with

                        decades of experience
                    

                    Our teams are passionate about delivering outstanding customer service, and are always on hand to offer the support and local expertise that you need.
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                        Bank beating

                        exchange rates
                    

                    Get the best exchange rates available and save money by avoiding the substantial markup that banks charge.
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                        Property transaction

                        experts
                    

                    Whether you're buying or selling property, you could save thousands with our in-depth knowledge of the market.
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                        No hidden

                        fees
                    

                    Never pay hidden fees or extra charges. We're completely transparent when it comes to where your money goes.
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                    Whether you're buying or selling property, you could save thousands with our in-depth knowledge of the market.
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                        fees
                    

                    Never pay hidden fees or extra charges. We're completely transparent when it comes to where your money goes.
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                        Kelly Brewster - Head of Customer Service

                    

                

            

            
            
            
                
                    
                        Get in touch today

                        Thinking about opening a travel money card, or transferring money overseas? Our team is always here to help.

                            Contact us
                    

                

            

            

        

    

    

    
    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                    International Payment Services

                    Whether you're embarking on the adventure of a lifetime, or you need to send funds overseas fast, we can help.
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                            Buy & sell

                            property abroad
                        

                        Achieve substantial savings, whether you're purchasing your dream home or selling up.

                        Learn more
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                            High-Value transactions
                        

                        A change of car, a new investment, or just treating yourself, save thousands by using EasyFX.

                        Learn more
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                        Regular payments

                        Manage mortgage payments, transfer wages or manage your pension with total reassurance.

                        Learn more
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                        Relocating overseas or coming home

                        Navigate the complexities of international currencies and make informed decisions.

                        Learn more
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                        Pay friends & family overseas

                        Ensure your loved ones are looked after without paying over the odds on transfer fees.

                        Learn more
                    

                

            

        

    


    

    
    
    
        
            
                Getting set up is simple

                Open an account
            

            
                
                    
                        1.
                        Create your account online or by phone. It's free, quick, and there are no obligations.

                    

                    
                        2.
                        Your dedicated Account Manager will call you to fully understand your needs and can give you a free quote.

                    

                    
                        3.
                        You're ready to make your first international transfer!

                    

                

            

            
                Open an account
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                    Authorised by the FCA
                    Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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                    Segregated & Secure
                    All client funds are held in segregated safeguarding accounts.
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                    Real People
                    Our advisors are available whenever you need them.
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                    Established in 2008
                    A wealth of foreign exchange experience at your fingertips.

                

            

        

    



    
    
    
    
    
        
            
                Our customers say it best...

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                            
                                Exceptional and professional service
                                I cannot speak highly enough of my experience with EasyFX, particularly with James Underhay. A friend recommended EasyFX to me, and James made sure my dealings were exceptional. From start to finish, there were no delays, and James's detailed explanations instilled total confidence in my property purchase in Spain. I foresee using James at EasyFX for all my future transactions. Exceptional and professional service.

                                Michael B.

                            

                            
                                What a company to deal with!
                                From start to finish I have found the team at EasyFX so easy to deal with. There is a real sense of care and thought that goes into the service. I cannot thank them enough, I would not hesitate to recommend them to friends and family! Special shout out to Kelly for going above and beyond!

                                Nikki L.

                            

                            
                                Peace of mind with amazing customer service
                                Dealing with large sums of money can be daunting, but the EasyFX team provided amazing customer service, giving me peace of mind. Their professionalism, helpfulness, and support were evident throughout. This was my second time working with James on foreign exchange, and his guidance made the process seamless. I confidently recommend James and Kelly for their excellent service.

                                Billie S.

                            

                            
                                Top class service from James and his team
                                Top class service from James and his team. I had a complicated transaction and very last minute. James and his team went the extra mile to not only ensure that I got a great rate of exchange but that funds were cleared with the same day to ensure I could complete my transaction on time. Highly recommend EasyFX for any international transfers!

                                Max B.
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                                    EasyFX Travel Money Card

                                    Travel made easy. Spend money in over 35 million locations abroad with no international transaction fees.

                                    Learn more
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                    Outstanding customer service where your unique needs come first and no question is left unanswered.

                    EasyFX is powered by a group of forward-thinking professionals with decades of foreign exchange and financial expertise.

                    Contact us
                

            

        

    


    
    
    
    
    
        
            
                Do you have a commercial requirement? Visit VFX

                VFX provides corporate clients with enhanced currency capabilities to manage their commercial FX requirements (e.g. buying or selling goods overseas or repatriating profits).

                Visit VFX
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                Buying property abroad

                	Buying Property in Spain


            


            
                Money transfer

                	 International Money Transfers
	Buying and Selling Property Abroad
	Purchasing Big Ticket Items Abroad
	Send Money to Family Abroad
	Regular International Payments
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                	Travel Money Card
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	About Us
	Travel Card FAQs
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                	Privacy Notice
	Security & Fraud
	Terms & Conditions
	Cookies Policy
	Consumer Duty Act


            


            
                Contact us

                
                    Monday to Friday:

                    09:00am - 17:30pm

                    +44 (0) 20 7959 6995

                    +34 951 820 072
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    FX Market news direct to your inbox

    Subscribe to our free daily FX market report to receive the latest news and updates regarding the principal FX currencies traded.
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                        This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the Google
                        Privacy Policy and
                        Terms of Service apply.
                    
                    
                    
                    
                

            

        


    
    


            

        

        
            
                EasyFX is a trading name of VFX Financial PLC (“VFX”). VFX is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) to provide investment services (Registration Number: 592260) and is authorised by the FCA under the Electronic Money Regulations 2011 for the issuing of electronic money (Registration Number: 900530). VFX is registered with FINTRAC, the Canadian regulator, for the provision of Foreign Exchange and Payment Services to Canadian clients.
            

        

    



    

    
